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This information is directly from Ringette Calgary. 
 
Ray Harris is the Ringette Calgary Ice Scheduler: rrharris@spectraenergy.com 
SCRA Ice Scheduler: vpscheduling@southcalgaryringette.com  
 
Game Reschedules & Tournament Weekends: 
  
For the 1st half of the season (until Dec 31): 
a) In the 1st half of the season all teams shall be allowed one (1) game reschedule in addition to 
their one (1) tournament block (see below). 
b) A minimum of seven (7) full days written notice prior to the original scheduled game date is 
required to cancel a scheduled league game. 
c) Scheduled league games must be cancelled by contacting the Ringette Calgary League 
Scheduler (not your division coordinator or the referee assignor). Coaches cannot reschedule games 
between themselves. ALL reschedules MUST be done through their respective association ice 
schedulers. 
d) It is the canceling coach's responsibility to notify the opposing coach. 
e) The team that cancels is responsible for contacting their Quadrant’s ice scheduler regardless if 
they are the home team or visiting team. The canceling team’s Quadrant ice scheduler will then 
make the appropriate arrangements to ensure the game is rescheduled and arrange for referees. 
Please note, a minimum of five (5) days is required to book officials for rescheduled league games. 
f) Rescheduled games are subject to referee availability. 
  
For the 2nd half of the season (after Jan 1): 
a) In the second half of a season games WILL NOT BE RESCHEDULED by Ringette Calgary. Only 
under exceptional circumstances such as facility, referee or weather will the rescheduling of a 
league game be considered. 
b) Ringette Calgary encourages teams to reschedule cancelled league games and play them as 
exhibition so the teams still get a game. In such cases the teams involved are responsible for 
providing the ice and booking/paying for the referees. Ringette Calgary will not get involved and the 
game will not count in standings. 
c) For all games cancelled in the 2nd half of a season the non-cancelling team maintains use of the 
ice slot so they can either practice or set up an exhibition game. If both teams need to cancel then 
the ice must be turned back to the quadrant ice scheduler. 
  
GAME RESCHEDULE EXCEPTIONS: Zone games that require highway travel of more than one 
hour by either party CAN ONLY be rescheduled for weather-related cancellations. NO 
EXEMPTIONS. 
  
Blocking off Tournament Weekends: 
  
A team may apply for as many tournaments as they want, however, if a team participates in a 
tournament and has already used their blocked off weekend their league games will not be 
rescheduled and the cancelling team will be issued a forfeit. 
a) In the first half of the season, teams are allowed to block off one (1) tournament weekend to 
“reschedule” (subject to ice and referee availability). Written notification must be submitted to your 
Quadrant Ice scheduler and the weekend blocked off in Sportzsoft. 
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b) In the second half of the season, teams are allowed to block off one (1) tournament weekend (in 
addition to the Esso Golden Ring Tournament and your local association tournament). Written 
notification must be submitted to your Quadrant Ice scheduler by the deadline and blocked off in 
Sportzsoft. 
  
When making your tournament selection, please pay attention to when your playoffs would be. 
Tournaments selected during the playoffs may not be automatically granted. 
  
Cancelling of Games due to Inclement Weather: 
  
If there is a situation where weather may cause issues for either team to get to a game, it will be up 
to the two coaches to communicate and make a determination of whether the game is a go or not. 
Once the decision has been made to cancel, the coaches will contact the Division Coordinator, 
League Scheduler, and the Referee Assignor to ensure that contact is made with the officials. 
  
Ringette Calgary will attempt to reschedule any games cancelled due to severe weather, but 
coaches are encouraged to do their best to get to all games. For Weather Policy for Travel Games 
(Zone 123), refer to the Zone 123 Governance document. 


